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ABSTRACT: The low dielectric constant of organic semiconductors limits the efficiency of
organic solar cells (OSCs). In an attempt to improve the dielectric constant of conjugated
polymers, we report the synthesis of three semiconducting copolymers by combining the
thiophene-substituted diketopyrrolopyrrole (TDPP) monomer with three different monomeric
units with varying electron donating/accepting strengths: benzodithiophene (BBT-3TEG-
TDPP), TDPP (TDPP-3TEG-TDPP), and naphthalene diimide (P(gNDI-TDPP)). Among the
series, BBT-3TEG-TDPP and P(gNDI-TDPP) exhibited the highest dielectric constants (∼5) at
1 MHz frequency, signifying the contribution of dipolar polarization from TEG side-chains.
Furthermore, transient absorption spectroscopic studies performed on these polymers indicated
low exciton diffusion length as observed in common organic semiconducting polymers. Our
findings suggest that utilizing the polar side-chains enhances the dielectric constant in a
frequency regime of megahertz. However, it is not sufficient to reduce the Coulombic interaction
between hole and electron in excitonic solar cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, optical excitation of
an organic semiconductor leads to the formation of localized
Frenkel exciton with significantly large binding energy than
room temperature thermal energy (kBT). As a result, the
photogenerated charge carriers sustain a strong Coulombic
interaction, which leads to significant geminate recombination
losses in OSCs.1,2 In OSCs, a second component with high
electron affinity such as fullerene is incorporated into the active
layer to surpass the exciton binding energy and establish bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) between donor and acceptor.3,4

Although, the concept of BHJ has been continuously evolved
and witnessed a record power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
∼18% for single-junction OSCs, the main disadvantage of BHJ
is the morphology domains of donor and acceptor dictate the
PCE of the device.5,6 The morphology of donor/acceptor
blend is sensitive to numerous parameters such as molecular
structure of donor and acceptor, processing solvent, annealing
temperature of thin film, spin-coating conditions, and solvent
additives.7,8 To explore the full potential of any newly
synthesized polymer donor materials or small molecule
acceptor, this ponderous process needs to be optimized.9,10

Despite these tedious efforts, phase separation of donor and
acceptor domains is not limited to exciton diffusion length due
to the inherent thermodynamic instability of the blend.11,12

The difference in tendency of crystallization of donor and
acceptor drives them to form microscopic domains larger than

the exciton diffusion length.13−15 These microscopic domains
evolve further with the time and lead to spinodal
decomposition of the blend, resulting in a shorter lifetime of
OSCs.8,12,15

It has been observed that many of the high performing
blends have ∼300 meV energy offset in frontier molecular
orbital energy levels which sets up ECT < Eg.

16 Several
experimental studies show that the hybridization of CT states
with the excited singlet state and higher ECT can help reduce
the voltage losses.17,18 However, recent studies based on non-
fullerene acceptor (NFA) based OSCs have shown that the CT
states can be efficiently dissociated even with a negligible
energy offset.19,20 The contribution from entropy and energetic
disorder in driving the charge separation efficiently has been
established by Hood et al., thus challenging the preconceived
notion of hindrance of charge separation by a large
thermodynamic barrier.21 The low dielectric constant (εr) of
organic semiconductors is pivotal to incur losses due to
geminate and nongeminate recombination.22 This suggests
that increasing dielectric constant of organic semiconductors
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can help surpass the Coulomb capture radius, resulting in an
expected decrease in charge carrier recombination events
(Figure 1a). In addition, this would make the complicated BHJ
device architecture no longer necessary since the photon
absorption will lead to the creation of free charge carriers.

Toward this goal, many attempts have been made from a
synthesis perspective, but the progress in this regard has been
slow.22,23,32−34,24−31 In fact, the εr’s of donor and acceptor
systems utilized in high-efficiency OSCs are the least explored
parameters. Functionally tuning organic molecules to achieve
high εr without compromising the solubility, bandgap,
ionization potential, electron affinity, and carrier mobilities is
synthetically challenging.33

The cautious approach in the scientific community to
improve the εr has largely focused on side-chain engineering
which has a negligible or minimal impact on electronic
structure35 but significantly influences solid state packing and
energetic disorder.36 In one of the very first reports, triethylene
glycol (TEG) side-chains were introduced by Breselge et al. in
a poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) derivative, and εr was
enhanced.37 When blended with a fullerene derivative in BHJ,
charge dissociation in the polymer was enhanced as compared
to a less polar PPV derivative.38 However, the above-modified
polar PPV moiety delivered poorer performance as compared
to the less polar one when blended with the fullerene
derivative, which was attributed to the unfavorable morphol-
ogy.37 In another report, when nitrile (−CN) functional
groups were introduced at the terminal position of butyl or
octyl side chains of poly(dithienosilole−thienopyrrolodione),
an improved εr was observed.35 However, introduction of
nitrile groups increased the energetic disorder to the charge
transport of the polymers; hence the hole mobility decreased
but the electron mobility was enhanced, and the imbalance in
charge transport led to inferior photovoltaic performances as
compared to their unsubstituted counterparts. In another
contrasting and rather encouraging report, the introduction of
nitrile groups in the terminal position of alkyl side chains of the
electron-deficient diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) unit of an
indacenodithiophene (IDT) based copolymer improved the
εr as compared to the copolymer with alkyl side chain.22 The
increment in εr reflected in lower exciton binding energy and
suppressed nongeminate recombination loss which collectively

resulted in improved photovoltaic performance. These results
showed that increased εr of photoactive materials in the
megahertz frequency range can definitely suppress the
nongeminate recombination.
To realize nonexcitonic OSCs, a high dielectric constant of

organic materials is not only desirable in the low-frequency
(megahertz) but also at the high-frequency (terahertz) limit.32

However, increasing εr via side-chain engineering is short-lived
and may not be sustained in high-frequency limits (approx-
imately terahertz), corroborating the fact that the enhancement
of εr is not electronic but only because of nuclear
relaxations.29,32,39 The strategy of introduction of OEG based
polar side-chains has been shown to enhance the εr of various
DPP, PPV, and fullerene derivatives to more than 5 in the
megahertz region without compromising their carrier mobi-
lities and solubility and has laid the foundation of realizing
single-component OSCs. Over the years, many such attempts
have been made by various researchers by utilizing double
cable polymers where donor and acceptor groups are
covalently linked to each other.40 PCEs ranging from 0.1 to
8.4% have been achieved with many different double cable
polymers and shown a promise to simplify the device
fabrication process.40−47 This has encouraged the scientific
community to develop more such molecules to envisage and
understand the role of high εr in these solution-processable
nonexcitonic OSCs.
Herein, we report synthesis of DPP-based donor−acceptor−

donor type π-conjugated copolymers with benzodithiophene
(BDT) and naphthalene diimide (NDI) as comonomers. The
properties of these three were compared with 2DPP-OD-TEG,
a DPP based copolymer which was reported by our group
earlier.33,48−50 Two of these polymers show εr ∼ 5 in the
megahertz frequency range which is attributed to the
contribution from dipolar polarization of the conjugated
backbone.33 We further introduced multiple TEG chains
with conjugated spacer units in side-chains of two of the
polymers to understand the effect of C−O bond polarization
on εr (Figure 1b). BBT-3TEG-TDPP and TDPP-3TEG-TDPP
have different backbones but the same side-chains; however,
BBT-3TEG-TDPP exhibits an εr value nearly 50% higher than
that of TDPP-3TEG-TDPP.
Furthermore, we probed the generation, migration, and

decay dynamics of excitons in these polymers using transient
absorption (TA) spectroscopy. Surprisingly, we did not
observe free charge carrier generation in any of these polymers.
Although we have observed improved εr in the megahertz
frequency range, the exciton dissociation in OSCs occurs in a
short time (approximately picoseconds to femtoseconds) scale.
This experimental data suggests that the dipolar polarization is
dominated by nuclear relaxations of side-chains which fades at
higher frequencies.29 The TEG side-chains of the polymer
possess high dipolar polarizability as evident from the
enhanced dielectric constant in the megahertz regime, but as
their reorientation is slower than the typical mobility of charge
carriers in OPVs,32 it is insufficient to surpass the Coulombic
attraction to generate free charge carriers as evident from TA
spectroscopic studies. The exciton diffusion length and lifetime
were found to be the highest for BBT-3TEG-TDPP, which
corroborates well with its highest dielectric constant among the
four. The lowest structural disorder was observed for BBT-
3TEG-TDPP as evident from the Urbach energy (EU)
extracted via photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS)
data. We hypothesize that the contribution of dipolar

Figure 1. (a) The dotted yellow line represents Frenkel excitons,
typically found in organic materials, which are localized at their site of
creation unlike the Wannier excitons. This schematic is shown only
for demonstration purposes; note that the number of excitons per site
is not to be related to real systems. (b) The schematic shows the
backbone and side-chain dipolar polarization which enables to achieve
a high dielectric constant in the case for organic semiconducting
polymers.
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polarization in the polymeric backbone along with the strength
of donors/acceptors plays an important role in achieving
higher εr and hence can be utilized to rationally design
conjugated polymers with high εr. The pertaining question of
achieving free charge generation by improving the εr still
remains open and is a matter of further investigation.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All the chemicals were used as received without

any further modification. For synthesis of polymers, all the
solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used as received. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PVP AI 4083) was
purchased from Heraeus. Anhydrous 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane
(TCE) and chloroform were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Prepatterned ITO-coated glass substrates (12 × 12 × 1.1 mm3

with 7 mm ITO stripe) were purchased from Colorado
Concept Coatings, U.S. Evaporation grade silver was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The monomers TDPP(BE)2,
3ETGTDPP-Br2, BBT(SnBu3)2, and NDITEG-Br2 were
synthesized by following procedures reported in the
literature.48,51,52

Methods. Average molecular weights (Mw, Mn) were
determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) against
polystyrene standards. THF was used as eluent for P(gNDI-
TDPP), and chloroform was used for the other three polymers
with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Monomers were synthesized
according to the reported methods. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) measurements were conducted on a Mettler
Toledo TGA SDTA 851 apparatus at a heating rate of 10 °C/
min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Polymer thin films were prepared by spinning their dissolved

solutions in a chloroform:TCE (1:1) mixture (10 mg/mL) at
1000 rpm on precleaned ozone-treated Spectrosil substrates.
UV−vis absorption spectra were recorded in transmission
mode by using a PerkinElmer (Lambda 35) spectrometer in
ambient conditions. The thickness of active layers was
measured by using a Bruker Dektak XT profilometer with a
2 μm tip scanning with 2 mg force.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed by

drop-casting polymer thin films from their dissolved solutions
on platinum disc electrodes in CHCl3. Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) was
used as supporting electrolyte under a nitrogen atmosphere at

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Polymers with Suzuki and Stille Coupling Reactions
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room temperature. Ag/AgCl was used as the reference
electrode where a platinum rod was employed as counter
electrode and the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) couple as
the standard.
Devices for impedance spectroscopy measurement were

fabricated in ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polymer/Ag architecture. For
device fabrication, prepatterned ITO substrates were cleaned
by ultrasonic treatment in soap solution, deionized water,
acetone, and isopropanol, sequentially, for 15 min each. Then
the substrates were dried with N2 flow, followed by oxygen-
plasma treatment for 15 min. A thin layer (≈30 nm) of
PEDOT:PSS was prepared by spin-coating at 5000 rpm for 45
s followed by baking at 180 °C for 30 min under air. The
optimized concentration of polymers was 18 mg/mL in 1:1
mixture of chloroform and TCE. The solutions were prepared
inside a glovebox and stirred at 40 °C for 3 h to ensure
complete dissolution. Then, the polymers were spin-coated
onto PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO substrates at 1000 rpm for 60 s
with an acceleration of 500 rpm/s. Finally, 100 nm Ag was
evaporated onto the polymer-coated substrates at the rate of 1
Å/s by using a shadow mask, defining the active pixel area of
4.5 mm2, in a thermal evaporator at a pressure of <2 × 10−6

Torr.
The room temperature dielectric measurements were

performed in a closed cycle He cryostat (Cryo Industries
Inc.) by using a Keysight E4990A impedance analyzer. Silver

contacts were made on the thin films (in the device), one on
the ITO substrate and another on the deposited Ag film to
make it into a capacitive circuit. The pixel area of 4.5 mm2 is
considered here as the active area common between the two
electrodes. Several such pixel areas were selected for the
experiment to obtain a better estimate of the dielectric
constant. The measurements were performed in the frequency
range of 100 Hz−10 MHz at RT with an AC drive voltage of
0.5 V in the presence of stray light and in the dark condition to
nullify the effect of light-induced exciton formation. The
measurements were also done in the DC bias of −0.5 and −1.0
V in the dark to cease the effect of electronic charges on the
film.
A broadband pump−probe femtosecond TA spectrometer

Helios (Spectra-Physics, Newport Corp.) was used to measure
the TAS spectra and kinetics for thin film samples. The
measurements were performed following earlier reported
protocols.53 Photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS)
was performed following a procedure reported earlier.54

Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
measurements were collected at the small- and wide-angle X-
ray scattering beamline at the Australian Synchrotron.55 The
detector utilized was a Pilatus 1M active pixel 2D detector with
0.172 mm × 0.172 mm pixels, in integration mode, positioned
∼400 mm from the sample location. The precise sample-to-
detector distance was determined with a silver behenate

Figure 2. (a) Molecular structures of the synthesized copolymers. UV−vis absorption spectra of polymers in (b) solution phase and in (c) thin film
showing extended absorption until 1100 nm because of solid state intermolecular interactions; among the series 2DPP-OD-TEG has lowest optical
bandgap. (d) Photothermal deflection spectra of all the polymers showing tail state absorption; the dark lines show the fitted region of the
absorption tail to extract the Urbach energy (EU) (shown next to the fitted lines).
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standard. We used 15 keV incident X-rays focused to
approximately a 0.25 mm × 0.1 mm spot to provide a large
enough q-space. An angle of incidence close to the critical
angle was used, chosen as the angle that maximized the
scattering intensity. The 2D raw data were reduced and
analyzed with a modified version of Nika.56

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The polymers were synthesized via Stille and Suzuki coupling
reactions. The synthetic routes for the polymers BBT-3TEG-
TDPP, TDPP-3TEG-TDPP, and P(gNDI-TDPP) are shown
in Scheme 1. The required four monomers 3TEGTDPP-Br2,
BBT(SnBu3)2, TDPP(BE)2 and NDITEG-Br2 were synthe-
sized according to the literature reported procedures.51,52 The
polymer BBT-3TEG-TDPP was obtained with Stille coupling
of BBT (SnBu3)2 and TDPP-3TEG-TDPP by using Pd(PPh3)4
as a catalyst, whereas polymers TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and
P(gNDI-TDPP) were synthesized via Suzuki coupling reaction
by using Pd2(dba)3 as the catalyst. The detailed procedures for
the synthesis of polymers are described in the Supporting
Information. All four precursors were purified by silica gel
chromatography; structures and purity were verified by 1H
NMR and 13C NMR. The final polymers were purified by
Soxhlet extraction and characterized with GPC. The molecular
weights of the polymers are determined by using GPC and are
tabulated in Table S1. All the polymers have polydispersity
indices (PDI) between 2 and 4. The TGA studies revealed up
to 95% weight retention of all the polymers until 240 °C
(Figure S8), depicting their thermal stability.
The molecular design is focused on coupling TDPP with

TDPP substituted with alkyl or TEG side-chains (2DPP-OD-
TEG and TDPP-3TEG-TDPP). We also coupled TDPP with
BDT (BBT-3TEG-TDPP) and NDI (P(gNDI-TDPP)) units
with different side-chains. To understand the effect of multiple
TEG chains on optical and dielectric properties, without
hindering molecular packing, a phenyl group substituted with
three TEG chains was incorporated in the TDPP moiety with a
triazole spacer. TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and 2DPP-OD-TEG have
a similar molecular backbone of TDPP-TDPP but with
different side-chains, whereas TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and BBT-
3TEG-TDPP have similar side-chains but BBT-3TEG-TDPP
has varied strength of the D−A conjugated backbone. In
addition, copolymer P(gNDI-TDPP) was synthesized with a
polar side-chains having ester functionality attached to the
nitrogen of the NDI group. The polymers substituted with
polar side-chains were found to be highly soluble in solvents
like chloroform, chlorobenzene, and TCE. The presence of
unsymmetrical side-chains in TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and BBT-
3TEG-TDPP enhanced their solubility as compared to 2DPP-
OD-TEG. The molecular structures of the copolymers are
shown in Figure 2a.
Figures 2b and 2c illustrate the optical absorption spectra of

the polymers collected in solution and thin film. In solution,

we observed a typical feature of donor−acceptor copolymers.
The prominent peaks at higher wavelengths correspond to the
lowest lying delocalized π−π* transitions with a prominent
signature of intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). In addition,
multiple peaks with low oscillator strength were observed
below 500 nm, which are attributed to higher energy π−π*
transitions. The nature of the absorption spectra appeared
similar for TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and 2DPP-OD-TEG, whereas
an apparent blue-shift was observed for BBT-3TEG-TDPP and
P(gNDI-TDPP). The extent of the blue-shift and oscillator
strength was found to be dependent on the nature of polymer
molecular structure. This implies that the intramolecular
electronic coupling within the polymer structure is strongly
influenced by the strength of donor and acceptor. In thin films,
red-shifts were clearly observed for ICT and π−π* transition
peaks, suggesting the enhancement of π−π stacking and
planarization of polymer chains in the solid state. The apparent
red-shift in absorption and the change in vibronic peak ratio
are the characteristics of polymer aggregates and highlight the
importance of internal electronic structure. Here, we have not
investigated in detail the role of coherent coupling mechanism
with the theoretical framework put forward by Spano et al.57,58

To experimentally determine energetic disorder of all the
polymers, we performed PDS to quantitatively estimate the EU
(Figure 2d). The lower the EU, the less the energetic disorder
or defect states in the material, and hence this results in a
major contributing factor in reducing the voltage loss in a
photovoltaic cell.
To determine the highest occupied molecular orbitals

(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMO) of the polymers, CV was performed. Ferrocene
was used as the standard, and the EHOMO was calculated by
using the formula EHOMO = 4.8 eV + ΔE, where ΔE is
calculated by measuring the difference between the onset of
oxidation and the half-wave potential of the ferrocene standard.
Similarly, ELUMO = 4.8 eV − ΔE, where ΔE is calculated by
measuring the difference between the onset of reduction and
the half-wave potential of the ferrocene standard.59 The cyclic
voltammograms of all the polymers along with that of
ferrocene standard are shown in Figure S5a−d. BBT-3TEG-
TDPP, P(gNDI-TDPP), and 2DPP-OD-TEG show one-step
oxidation and reduction reversibly. TDPP-3TEG-TDPP
exhibits two-step reduction and oxidation due to high electron
affinity of DPP core, stabilizing the reduced form of the
polymer backbone. Figure S5e shows the HOMO/LUMO
levels of all the polymers. All being medium- to low-bandgap
polymers with deep-lying LUMO levels and wide absorption
show that these can potentially be applied in organic
photovoltaics (OPV). The optical and electrochemical
bandgaps of the polymers along with their HOMO/LUMO
levels as extracted from CV are shown in Table 1.
The dielectric constants of all the polymers were accurately

measured by using impedance spectroscopy following the

Table 1. Dielectric Constant, Optical Bandgap, and Electrochemical Bandgap of Polymers as Determined by Impedance
Spectroscopy, UV−Vis Spectroscopy, and Cyclic Voltammetry, Respectively

polymers εr
a optical bandgapb (eV) electrochemical bandgapc (eV) HOMOc (eV) LUMOc (eV)

BBT-3TEG-TDPP 5.16 (5.09 ± 0.04) 1.46 1.59 −5.20 −3.61
P(gNDI-TDPP) 5.15 (5.14 ± 0.01) 1.35 1.20 −5.35 −4.15
TDPP-3TEG-TDPP 3.56 (3.31 ± 0.18) 1.24 1.15 −5.03 −3.88
2DPP-OD-TEG 4.44 (4.42 ± 0.01) 1.18 1.61 −5.34 −3.73

aDielectric constant at 0.1 MHz in the dark. bExtracted from the absorption onsets of polymer thin films. cExtracted from CV.
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protocols laid by Hughes et al.36 The detailed method of
sample preparation and measurement is given in the
Supporting Information. Precise care was taken not to
overestimate the εr of the polymers. Table 1 summarizes the
εr values of all the polymers at 1 MHz measured at room
temperature in the absence of light. BBT-3TEG-TDPP shows
highest εr among all followed by P(gNDI-TDPP). 2DPP-OD-
TEG shows similar εr values as reported in the literature
before.33 TDPP-3TEG-TDPP shows the lowest value among

the series which can be attributed to its minimal backbone
polarization. The εr values of the polymers remained almost
constant throughout the sweeping frequency range until 1
MHz (Figure 3a−d). The role of a TEG chain in providing
high dipolar polarization because of its tendency to reorient
even in higher frequencies is well established.33 The values of
εr are marginally lower in dark as compared to that in ambient
light which is expected from these low-bandgap semiconduct-
ing polymers (Figure 3a,b). The devices were reversely biased

Figure 3. Relative dielectric constants of four polymers measured by using impedance spectroscopy in (a) stray light, (b) the dark, and under a DC
bias of (c) −0.5 V and (d) −1.0 V. The measurements were performed at room temperature with an AC drive voltage of 0.5 V.

Figure 4. (a) Normalized transient absorption kinetics for the studied materials. (b) Plot of exciton decay rate (kEX) against the bandgap of the
studied materials. Samples were excited at 700 nm and kept under N2 during measurements.
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by using DC to completely deplete the active layer of any
charge carriers (Figure 3c,d), which was confirmed from the
capacitance response converging into the geometrical value (Cg
= ε0εr/d) (Figure S6). Frequency-independent capacitance
values were observed for all the polymers signifying the
depletion of all charge carriers from the device. The drop in

dielectric constant values for all the polymers under DC bias
was significant, barring P(gNDI-TDPP) which shows minimal
drop. The role of side-chain could be playing a very crucial role
here as it is different from the ones in the other three polymers.
The contribution of dipolar polarizations toward dielectric
constant is evident from the Figure 3.

Figure 5. (a, c, e, g) 2D GIWAXS patterns and 1D line profiles (b, d, f, h) taken of P(gNDI-TDPP) (a, b), BBT-3TEG-TDPP (c, d), TDPP-3TEG-
TDPP (e, f), and 2DPP-OD-TEG (g, h).
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To understand the exciton lifetime and diffusion length, TA
spectroscopy was employed to study pristine polymer thin
films. Under photoexcitation, all the polymers exhibit broad
photoinduced absorption (PIA) features in the near-infrared
region, assigned to photogenerated excitons as shown in Figure
S7. Transient absorption kinetics of all the polymers with
different fluences are shown in Figure S8. The spectral shapes
stay consistent throughout the measurement time window of
up to 6 ns, indicating only excitons are present and there is no
signal of charge generation. Turning to the kinetics, we fitted
the transient kinetics with monoexponential decay (Figure 4a).
Among these materials, BBT-3TEG-TDPP exhibits the longest
lifetime of 80 ± 3.3 ps, followed by P(gNDI-TDPP) with a
lifetime of 17 ± 0.3 ps, and the rest of the polymers show
lifetimes on the order of 5 ps (all measured in the low
excitation density limit). By use of the previously described
method,60 the diffusion length was calculated and was found to
be the longest for BBT-3TEG-TDPP of 8 nm. This diffusion
length was reduced to <4 nm for the rest of polymers,
consistent with their shorter exciton lifetimes, and therefore
limited their performance in photovoltaic devices. To elucidate
if the dielectric constant affects the exciton lifetime, we
compared the kinetics between two polymers with the same
bandgap but dramatically different dielectric constants, 2DPP-
OD-TEG (εr = 4.4) and 2DPP-OD-OD (εr = 2.1).33 The
chemical structure of 2DPP-OD-OD is shown in Scheme S1.
We found that they have similar exciton lifetimes of 5 ps,
suggesting that the dielectric constant has a negligible effect on
the exciton lifetime for these polymers. However, plotting the
polymer exciton decay rate against their bandgap (Figure 4b),
we observe that its decay rate decreases with increasing optical
bandgap, showing an approximately linear relationship
between the ln(1/lifetime) and bandgap (see Figure S9 for
details), consistent with energy gap law behavior, as also
reported by others.61,62

To understand the molecular packing and crystallinity of the
polymers in solid state, we performed GIWAXS studies. From
the 2D GIWAXS plot of all the four polymers in Figure 5, it is
evident that the TDPP-3TEG-TDPP and BBT-3TEG-TDPP
are weakly crystalline as indicated by the broad, diffuse
diffraction rings. 2DPP-OD-TEG shows stronger lamellar
stacking, labeled (100), with diffraction up to third order
apparent. The lamellar stacking peak of 2DPP-OD-TEG is
located at a q value of 0.298 Å−1 corresponding to a d-spacing
of 21.1 Å. At higher q, 2DPP-OD-TEG exhibits a (010) peak at
a q value of 1.74 Å−1, which corresponds to a π−π stacking
distance of 3.61 Å. P(gNDI-TDPP) also exhibits semi-
crystallinity although it is not as ordered as 2DPP-OD-TEG.
A lamellar stacking peak for P(gNDI-TDPP) is seen at q =
0.315 Å−1 corresponding to a d-spacing of 19.9 Å, which is a
tighter lamellar stacking compared to 2DPP-OD-TEG.
P(gNDI-TDPP) does not exhibit a distinct π−π stacking
peak but does show a pronounced (001) backbone reflection,
suggesting a relatively rigid backbone stacking which is
expected because of a more planar backbone. The backbone
stacking peak is located at a q value of 0.715 Å−1,
corresponding to d-spacing of 8.78 Å. However, these results
could not be correlated to the observed highest exciton
diffusion length of BBT-3TEG-TDPP.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we report the synthesis as well as dielectric and
optical properties of a series of low-bandgap conjugated

polymers. Multiple TEG side-chains were introduced to
enhance the dielectric constant of these polymers. Our studies
show that the combined effect of dipole moment in polymer
backbone and side-chain polarization resulted in an enhanced
εr for one of the conjugated polymers (BBT-3TEG-TDPP) in
the low-frequency range. TA spectroscopy studies revealed that
exciton lifetime and diffusion length are long for BBT-3TEG-
TDPP. This study identifies the important guideline related to
molecular design such as substitution of multiple polar side-
chains in conjugated polymers enhances the dielectric constant
of conjugated polymers. However, it fails to surpass Coulombic
attraction between the photogenerated hole and electron. As a
further step, increasing the electronic polarization of the
polymer backbone may improve the εr in higher frequencies,
which may provide desirable environment to dissociate
excitons, and more efforts should be made toward designing
such conjugated polymers. The GIWAXS results revealed that
BBT-3TEG-TDPP and TDPP-3TEG-TDPP are amorphous in
nature, whereas 2DPP-OD-TEG and P(gNDI-TDPP) have
semicrystalline nature. Understanding the higher exciton
diffusion length in the amorphous BBT-3TEG-TDPP system
would require concerted theoretical and experimental studies
which is a part of our further investigation.
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